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Introduction
Avalanches display non-Poisson distributions of correlated neuronal activity that may play a significant role in signal processing. The 
phenomenon appears robust but mechanisms remain unknown due to an inability to gather large sample sizes, and difficulties in identifying 
neuron morphology, biophysics, and connections underlying avalanche dynamics. We set out to understand the relationship between 
power-law activity patterns, their values, and the neural responses observed from every neuron across different layers, cell populations, and 
the entire cortical column using a detailed mouse primary motor cortex model with 15 neuron types that simulated the full-depth of a 300μm 
diameter column with 10,073 neurons and ~18e6 connections. Self-organized and self-sustained activity from our simulations have 
power-law values which are in the range of -1.5 for avalanche size and -2.0 for duration as noted for both in vitro and in vivo neural 
avalanche preparations reported by Beggs and Plentz (2003).
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We hypothesize that the addition of cascades with layer 5 and IT6 activity results in more correlated activity and 
power-law values closer to to -1.5 and -2.0 for size and duration respectively. In conclusion, an increase in 
frequency-dominated activity may turn neuronal cascades into neuronal avalanches.

Delta pattern is in the form of a 
once per second burst of activity 
across all layers and most types 
of neurons except PV2/3, CT6, 
and PV6.

Beta pattern is most pronounced 
in layer 5 except for the layer 5 
SOM neurons. SOM5A and 
SOM5B are not active during 
beta. Outside of layer 5 there is 
some ~22 Hz activity in SOM2/3, 
IT6, and SOM6 neurons.

Gamma is coupled with delta 
providing a 1 Hz beat atop the 
54 Hz low-gamma pattern. 
Prominent IT5B activity is mostly 
absent in contrast with during 
delta and alpha activities.

Our model of the M1 cortical column included over 10,000  neurons and nearly 20 million connections with about 33 million 
synapses. We ran NetPyNE on 512 cores on a supercomputer for two days to simulate 10 minutes (600,000 ms) of cortical 
column activity.
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49 Separate Stimulus & Recording 
Sessions with stimulating electrode 
moved each time to a different grid 
point on the cortical column surface.

Larger cascades with longer durations appear in proportion to the amount of 
cross-layer activity. 

IT5B & IT5B/IT6 activity is composed of small sized cascades with short  durations. Irregular

No Response Self-Sustained Activity

4 (8.2%) 45 (91.8%)

IT5B or 
IT5B/IT6

Intermittent Across 
Layers

Frequent Across 
Layers

6 (-2.8) 24 (-2.0) 15 (-1.5)

Fragment Fragment to Irregular

Large-scale avalanches are composed of one or more these three frequency 
dominated patterns.

Between large-scale avalanches there are three small avalanche patterns: 1) irregular, 
2) fragment, or 3) fragment to irregular.

Irregular avalanches are composed of IT5B and IT6 activity and show no 
frequency-dominated activity.

Fragment avalanches are “broken off” from a frequency-dominated avalanche by a 
brief gap in activity (at least one 1ms bin). For example, below is Avalanche 1626, a 
1.371 second duration two period beta-delta-gamma avalanche, followed by the 113 
millisecond Fragment Avalanche 1627.

Fragment to Irregular avalanches are also “broken off” from a frequency-dominated 
avalanche but, in addition, they transition to irregular spiking before they end.
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Duration plot broken down into avalanche types.

Above insets show power-law fits when all avalanche 
types are combined. Left inset value -1.51 for 
avalanche sizes. Right inset value -1.98 for 
avalanche durations.


